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5.406 twin

DESCRIPTION LINKS

Origin Pairs of variables related by hiden element constraints sharing the same table.

Constraint twin(PAIRS)

Argument PAIRS : collection(x−dvar, y−dvar)

Restrictions required(PAIRS, x)
required(PAIRS, y)
|PAIRS| > 0

Purpose
Enforce the condition PAIRS[i].x = u ∧ PAIRS[i].y = v (i ∈ [1, |PAIRS|]) ⇒ ∀j ∈
[1, |PAIRS|] : PAIRS[j].x = u ⇔ PAIRS[j].y = v.

Example

















〈

x− 1 y− 8,
x− 9 y− 6,
x− 1 y− 8,
x− 5 y− 0,
x− 6 y− 7,
x− 9 y− 6

〉

















The twin constraint holds since 1 is paired with 8, 9 is paired with 6, 5 is paired

with 0, 6 is paired with 7.

Typical |PAIRS| > 1
|PAIRS| >nval(PAIRS.x)
|PAIRS| >nval(PAIRS.y)
nval(PAIRS.x) > 1
nval(PAIRS.y) > 1
nval(PAIRS.x) =nval(PAIRS.y)
nval(PAIRS.x) < |PAIRS|
nval(PAIRS.y) < |PAIRS|

Arg. properties
Contractible wrt. PAIRS.

See also implied by: circuit, derangement, proper circuit,

symmetric alldifferent loop.

related: element (pairs linked by an element with the same table).

Keywords characteristic of a constraint: pair.

constraint type: predefined constraint.


Origin
The origin of the constraint: reference to a paper, to a person, to an other constraint or to a system.


Constraint
The constraint name and its arguments.


Argument
Argument of the constraint and its corresponding type.


Restrictions
Additional conditions refining the type declarations of one or several arguments of the constraint.


Purpose
Definition in natural language of the meaning of the constraint.


Example
One or several examples of ground solutions of the constraint.


Typical
Typical conditions on the arguments of the constraint.


Arg. properties
Properties of some arguments of the constraint (e.g. Functional dependency: an argument is determined by some other arguments, Contractibility: can remove items from any position of a collection, Prefix-contractibility: can remove items from first position, Suffix-contractibility: can remove items from last position, Extensibility: can add items at any position of a collection, Prefix-extensibility: can add items before first position, Suffix-extensibility: can add items after last position).


See also
Related constraints grouped by semantics links.


Keywords
Related keywords grouped by meta-keywords.
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